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You can explore these sites to gain more exposure while at the same time increase your income. Once set to
publish, you will be paid via PayPal. If you are just getting started, this is a great site to get started with. How
These Sites Pay Some sites pay you instantly after they get your submission, and some will pay you based on
the performance of your article when it goes live. We also removed sites that are not currently accepting
pitches, which knocked a good portion of the writing-focused sites off. WL Marketing â€” This is an online
marketing fulfillment service. If that is not easy enough, they have a library of over titles so you can take your
pick from there. But over your, the article length can start anywhere from words up. You can easily use this
opportunity to link back to a hire me page on your blog, and as a result get a lot of clients willing to pay you
for your work. Whether you have just dropped out from the workforce, are a full-time housewife struggling
with the household budget, a student looking for a part-time job, or whatever your situation may be, freelance
writing represents legitimate opportunities that you can exploit while you work from home. The payment for
your article will be made upon publication. They also pay for short ebooks, so there is an option for
longer-form content, too. Note: This site is no longer functioning. Personal stories preferred. Red Tricycle â€”
Write about funny and relatable stories, unique parenting hacks or creative projects. You will be paid within a
week of publication. They generally accept articles of shorter length, and in my opinion, this represents an
excellent opportunity to boost up your productivity. Ensure that you are not just duplicating their content and
re-editing an old idea. They also post their needs for specific columns on their guidelines page. And the great
news is that the opportunities are plentiful and ever-present. Teaching Tolerance â€” A magazine geared
towards teachers. Brazen formerly Brazen Careerist will pay if you pre-arrange it with their editor. Focus on
being useful. InfoBarrel Again, you have total control on the kind of articles you want to submit here. You can
choose to work with the clients or websites that interest you most. You get to talk directly to the editors. Do
you want to get paid to write articles at home? A quick tip â€” You will have more success if you limit your
areas of expertise to only those things you are truly passionate about. How Design â€” Write about graphic
design. Payment is made within 24 hours of an article being accepted. Clarkes World â€” A World Fantasy,
and British Fantasy Award-winning science fiction and fantasy magazine that publishes short stories,
interviews, articles, and audio fiction. Founded by Jay Douglas, Link-Able offers good rates that depend on
the sites you have authorship on â€” or are able to successfully pitch to. Developer Tutorials also allows you a
bio with a link back to your blog. Pretty Designs covers fashion and beauty.


